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PREFACE

The Fourth Development Plan is the latest link in a series of development plans all characterized by a distinct continuity of purpose stretching right back to 1390 A.H. when the First Development Plan was conceived. Moreover, the Fourth Development Plan represents the midpoint on the road taken by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia towards the goals envisaged from the very outset in its planning process.

Indeed, when the groundwork of the First Development Plan was being laid, the horizons of planning were already widely set to include the distant vistas along the way to 1420 A.H.

At that time it was thought it would take some thirty years to realize all the goals the state had outlined. Hence, during the formulation of the Fourth Development Plan, and in preparation for the stage ahead, it was deemed necessary to evaluate the achievements of the fifteen-year period that had elapsed — thus placing under a magnifying glass, the unique experience through which our country has passed.

We now have before us the results of the past three development plans and we can certainly say that the achievements have been truly astounding. Moreover, if we consider what some people believed would make the planning process unwieldy and implementation impossible, we can now see new qualities in the decisions made at the inception of the First Development Plan, that stand out compellingly in retrospect — characterized pre-eminently by faith and courage.

From the very beginning, there were those who said that the Government of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia had placed a comprehensive planning process into a free-market-based system and contended that this, in itself, was a theoretical contradiction in terms. While in a broad sense this may appear to be true, it is also true that comprehensive planning has been advantageous to those who own the means of production.
All this notwithstanding, the Government has created institutions that have enabled private citizens to invest fully their individual talents, their knowledge, their imagination and their financial resources. At the same time, the Government has been careful not to embark on any form of competition against individual citizens in their chosen fields of endeavor. In fact, the Government has done everything in its power to encourage private citizens to pursue their individual choices to the maximum possible extent. As a result of this policy the private sector today contributes not less than 53 percent to the country’s real Gross Domestic Product.

It has also been said that the Government had prepared its plans with a view to shorten the time involved .... and resolved to achieve in the space of twenty years what other nations had previously accomplished over periods many times as long. Nonetheless, the fact remains that the people of Saudi Arabia today enjoy a standard of living that is on a par with those of the world’s most advanced nations. Likewise, the level of services in Saudi Arabia — which is well above that found in any other developing nation today — is even higher than that enjoyed by many advanced nations. Saudi Arabia is entering the production phase of its development at a time when the world is just coming out of a long period of recession. Indeed, observers of the world oil market today may well recognize the wisdom of the decisions taken when oil prices were at their highest and oil production at its peak.

It has also been said that for the implementation of its plans the Government depended for the most part on imported foreign labor. Nowadays, the importation of foreign labor is by no means a distinguishing feature of developing nations. In fact, the phenomenon exists in many European countries and in North America too. Nevertheless, the importation of foreign labor into Saudi Arabia has been accompanied all along by intensive teaching and training programs for Saudis. The result has been the emergence of Saudi youth in impressive numbers at the universities, the military factories, the industrial cities of Al-Jubail and Yanbu, and at the Saudi Arabian Airlines, to mention a few examples.

The point has also been made that Saudi Arabia is affected by natural constraints such as water scarcity .... social constraints such as limited experience in dealing with new labor conditions and types of business transactions .... and international constraints such as recession and unemployment, which prevailed in the world during most of that period. Such precipitate judgments were made by those who forgot that the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia undertakes its planning within a philosophical framework the aim of which — on the spiritual side — is to safeguard Islamic values, and — on the material side — to lessen dependence on the export of crude oil as the sole source of national income. They also failed to take into
account the balancing effects of the various projects designed to surmount constraints in each sector and how, with every new achievement, their individual and cumulative benefits would spread over the whole of the planning framework.

The innate power of the Kingdom’s strategic planning resides in the fact that the development strategies have been self-integrating — complementing each other, as it were, to form a coordinated pattern through which maximum benefit may be derived, and making full use of all the opportunities offered by each individual strategy .... thereby leading to the formation of a tangible whole.

The pattern of staged advance — so characteristic of Saudi development plans — started with the strategy of balanced growth, followed by the emphasis on basic infrastructure and manpower development; this, in turn, was followed by the drive to bring about a real change in economic structure by concentrating on agriculture, industry and mining .... leading finally, to what is both the essence of the Fourth Development Plan and the paramount issue of the day in Saudi Arabia — namely, the human factor.

Indeed, it is the citizen, Saudi Man, who is being called upon, here and now, to scale greater heights than ever before — far above and beyond the constraints he has successfully surmounted in the past. He is being called upon to extend himself through the pursuit of the eleven objectives identified for him in the Fourth Plan, and by availing himself, in the process, of the benefits from the infrastructure and institutions provided for him by the state. In conferring upon him all the benefits of three preceding plans, the aim of the state is ( as laid down in the Plan’s Third Objective): ‘To form the productive citizen-worker by providing him with the tributaries conducive thereunto — thus ensuring his livelihood and rewarding him on the basis of his work’.

There are many indicators within this domain: basic infrastructure has reached an advanced stage; there is a rising tide of Saudi manpower flowing into new jobs created by the development process; the petrochemical industries shall, God willing, reach their full productive capacity in the Fourth Plan period; agricultural production has firmly established itself on a solid basis; while advanced technology is remedying the imperfections and constraints of scarcity.
All that is now left is Man .... whose only reward both here, in this world of his and throughout eternity, is what has been revealed in the Holy Qur'an: ‘.... that Man can have nothing but what he strives for .... that (the fruit of) his striving will soon come in sight’.

Finally, if the criteria reflecting Saudi Man’s true sense of values — to which he has steadfastly adhered during the past fifteen years — continue to guide him in the future .... then, by God’s will, shall sunrise after sunrise brighten every new horizon that awaits the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Hisham M. Nazer

Minister of Planning
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